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CHAPTER 1.
THE RADIAL DISTRIBUTION EUUCTIOH ADD ITS APPLICATION
TO THE PROPERTIES OP FLUIDS
INTRODUCTION.
A general kinetic theory of fluids has recently
been formulated by Professor Max 33orn and Dr. H.S.
co,cz3p)/4j(y;
Green • As a result of this theory.
they ®ere able to derive an Integral equation, the
solution of which would give the well-known radial
distribution function for liquids in their eouili;
-briura state. This integral equation is not linear,
but by an approximate treatment, Br. Green gave
a solution, from this solution he derived the
qualitative properties of the equation of state of a
(OpJ
fluid and Dr. Rodriguez made s more precise
study of this method and obtained an equation of
state for such fluids as those of the inert gases
(Argon, I eon, etc.). The equation of state so
obtained is satisfactory in that it exhibits the
condensation phenomenon, substantially as a Van der
Waal's curve. But it cannot be said to agree very
well with the experimental data for liquid and
vapour.
It is therefore the object of this work to
discuss the approximations made by Dr. Green in the
derivation of the original quadratic integral equation
and in the linearised solution; and, further, to
give another kind of solution, which oan he made as
close as possible to an exact solution of the lnteg:
-ral equation# In this treatment the radial aistritu
■V. -<k^/XT( r > ]
-utlon function is taken to be ni e [)++<tjj
where is a potential function, for
a single molecule, of a lenrjard-Jones' type. This
potential function has the advantage of giving good
agreement with the second virisl coefficient for
many gases ^' and its inverse 6th power attractive
terra has theoretical Justification for neutral atoms
OV .
(London )•
Condensation phenomena are so general to many
kinds of molecules, symmetric and asymmetric, that
the actual function chosen to represent the potential
field of one molecule need not be exact, so long a3
it has the general characteristics of being attract:
-ire at large distances, re puis ive near the molecule
and has one potential minimum#
The correction function krJ is assumed to be a
simple polynomial with arbitrary coefficients# The
method of solution is to substitute this form for
nx(r) into the integral equation and evaluate both
sides of the equation for as many values of ^ as
there are arbitrary coefficients in k^J • Thus by
equating both sides of the equation for these values
of r , equations are obtained for the coefficients
of the polynomial expression far fir) .
In the work done here kr) ^as expressed as a
-3-
cubie, ©1th four coefficients therefore to be eval:
-mated, This gives a reasonable solution for -fa) (
nevertheless further work is desirable using perhaps
a 5-order or 6-order polynomial. But sufficient
results have been obtained to show the utility both
of this isethod and also of the Eirkwood "super:
-position" approximation used in the derivation of
the original Integral equation. Calculations were
completed for one temperature, to give an isotherm
that passes through the vapour; liquid-vapour;
Liquid regions.
REBULS3,
The principal result of this method Is that when
quadratic torus in fts) are neglected, a form for faj
is obtained which has a divergence at exactly the
density of the liquid ©hen it first appears {at the
Saturation Vapour Bressure), Taking into account the
quadratic terms causes this divergence to vanish.
This density of divergence, coincident with the
experimental condensation density, differs by almost
one order of magnitude from those densities where
divergences occur in the theories of Lrs. Green and
(to)
Rodrigues and of J.E, i»yer « The result is there:
(2)
-fore in agreement with the argument of Dr. Green
that divergence in the linear solution occurs at the
point of condensation of the liquid, and not at the
density of the saturated vapour.
When this linear solution for f(r) is substituted
in the equation of state, an equation in better
agreement with experiment than previous theoretical
derivations is obtained, .nevertheless when the more
exact solution of -/(rj is used (i.e. taking the
quadratic terras into account) the equation of state
is not satisfactory, giving negative pressures in
the liquid region. This is due to the inaccuracy of
a cubio polynomial form for -KO » It should be
noted that the pressure is given by the small differ:
-ence of two large quantities, the kinetic eompnnent
n, JCT and the potential part t fnxtr)r$'cr}urrrr^cUJe>
Par instance, at saturation vapour pressure which is
££ atmospheres at 130° K for Argon, the kinetic com:
-ponent of is equal to approximately 300 atmos;
-pheres. That is, the actual pre33ure is only fp
of the two large parts. Such accuracy in fto can
not at present be claimed • The equation of state
is a very stringent test of any solution for f(r) .
Many thermodynamic quantities can be expressed
in terms of integrals of nx(rj associated with such
factors as cfxr) and fi'er) . The Internal energy .
Surface Tension, fiscosity are given here.
Derivations of the formulae for surface tension and
another quantity of theroetieaL Interest, the shear
modulus of a fluid under an instantaneous strain are
also given in the text.
5-
gheory heading to the Integral Eg an tl on for the
Radial Distribution Function •
Since the original theory of Born and Green is
by now (Bell-imcs?!!, it will be necessary only to
reproduce enough to show the waning of the notations
used and to enable a discussion of the several
aprsroximeticns that ©ere KSde»
An assembly of V molecules is considered con;
-fined within a volume \J „ The position of the
-tl v/ W
r molecule is specified by the vector \ ,
(?) ~ (r)
its velocity by J # its acceleration by y ,
(oW
its rate of acceleration by 5 etc.
By X^) 77cLX^' is denoted
i {='
the probability that n distinct molecules, numbered
from ij 2j h , occupy volume elements ci)((0 ,
^7 cLj^lh' located at x'J X^
respectively at time t » nh (Ct X°tJ X^- - X^) is often
abbreviated to h(t/X) cr even 9 the
variables being sufficiently indicated by the suffix
A . In this notation n, is simply the number
density and r\z the radial distribution function of
the molecular assembly in isotropic conditions.
Similarly by { (tJ X® XfJ ; f>f\ . ..
~
i'l
is denoted the probability that A distinct molecules
with their velocities in the ranges , d ^L) ,
»' - / 2 A » occupy the volurae elements
/
A cU[ i -IjZj- - h at time t * Then ^ is
the velocity distribution function employed in the
kinetic theory of gases* The ^ satisfy
dj) J—f{(*,*,,1)jj/t' = nkirx)
Similarly an acceleration distribution function
$ (t X ^ 9) may be defined satisfying^
«w> Jmk(^,i>o)Tr^) -fh(t,Kj_)*-/ ' i -1
and, further, a rate-of-acoeleration distribution
function satisfying an analogous equation etc*
There exist also normalising formulae connecting
distribution functions of the same kind but with
different values of h • It is seen easily, for
example, from the definitions, that
(1.3) f ^,(tr,X)<tX(h")*(N-k)\(t,X)
and similar relations mast hold between the 0 's
and higher distribution functions*
iTom these definitions, equations of continuity
are simply and rigorously derived*
where
<*•« f - tjvft fir if
-7-
.Tt\
is the average velocity of the i molecule in a
group of ^ molecules whose positions ore specified#
Similarly# there follows the analogous eauation for
1
tij ir 3- f-f -o
«l-'> 5F 1 >
where
d.8) f "fkM^fTTdfA ^ i -i —
is the average acceleration of the z.-th
molecule in a group of A molecules with specified
positions and velocities#
It is now assumed that the potential function
(j) can be expressed in the form
T J~~- jOJJ
(1.9) rf> - <k ^ VX Vs'
where is the mutual potential
V /CfJ v/(«(J
energy of two molecules at A and A #
In what follows it will be assumed that the inter;
i(ljJ
-molecular forces are central, i.e. (p will
depend only on the distance j X(0- X°^ j between the
two molecules#
Since the acceleration of s molecule at a
point X° is given fey
(1.10) 3<u .
- J-/ B )T
it follows that an alternative expression to (1#8)
for the mean acceleration is
„ n75- - k 3i"°- f f^' 5(""5 mj--/ dxw J 3_x(° —
If this expression Is inserted in (1.7) the
fundamental equation of the classical theory is
obtained.
tt *0! <r(1.18) zJs. +<> —- $
at *--/ dxw —
/(qk+<J
_ ^ UJ± d(f>j_ I I Jr °JLm
oj-1' axlij mJ J £jf'J djU}
- l e; ^ s0(tJ3+x f fj l£' K., AY^A^')ds*J Trvio ™ "Trr- A y('J ^TToT *3





The solution of (1.12) is of the form
(1.14) fh ~ nA(-ITTAT) ^
U'Jr
■"* ~ixT
provided satisfies the equation.
*uu) +4: f . x(h"JSj<« j., Ar^t, <*-&
This equation (1.15) is no© the fundamental equation
for the state of equilibrium. It can be solved
formally by putting h hi and observing that
- 0 (since total number of molecules is A/ ),
This gives
,-) $/at(1.16) Q. ""V J € ,
en here
U.X7)
(l.l?) is obtained easily by repeated use of the
normalising equation {1*2}.
Cue then ban as the formal solution of (1*15)
-lia)n = *l1 ' h
i-\
This is a solution that agrees with the usual
statistical mechanical derivations, but is not
susceptible of co/aputsti on.
In practice a second procedure is preferable
since on© is usually interested only in obtaining
solutions for A can 11* In particular the case A = 2
is the roost important, yielding as it does the radial
a is tribut! on toM on*
If the ©qua%%on (1,15) is taken sith the value
k --2 Inserted and Is divided by y\'^v the folio®:
-ing equation, is obtained
•>■»> if"§r trg-tr.j *f'j
nz a X
This equation has a plain physical meaning.
Compelre it with the formula for in equilibrium
obtained from ordinary statistical mechanics,
(lm2Q)Icy^ aTJ ~~ (ftJ+ + Constant.
-10-
where Wc i3 the free energy of the molecular
configurations about the two fixed molecules 1 and
2 * If we take the gradient of (1,20) oo.r.t. Xu
and compare this with (1,19) we see that
(1.ED
_3X() -> J
A is the number density of molecules
about the arbitrarily fixed molecules 1 and 2,
Hence we can express (1*19) in words, viz.^T times
the gradient of the log^ r\^2) io.r.t. X1r<& is
equal to the force on the molecule 2 due to
/ \
molecule 1 j and due to the c<
-figuration of molecules around 1 and 2 (The
integral term#).
THE KIRfiflOOP AK'RQXIiATIOB ,
(jXlJ
In view of the presence of a3 in the
integral of (1.19), it is obvious that an assumption
must be made as to its form# The most suitable
assumption is that of the Hirkwood "Superposition"
approximation, namely
(1.22) nJf x«) = ^(HbT)^(f,^KUK,X.6')
"UK") ",(&)"<( X.1")
This approximation was first used with some
("J
success by Kirkwood and Boggs in 1942, Its
-il-
vniidity can only be Judged at present by its utility
in giving results that will agree with experiment.
It is obviously the more accurate the lower the
density. (1.22) expresses that the relative
probability of the occurrence of a
molecule at A 3 in conjunction with two others 1
and 2 should be equal to the product of the
relative probabilities n^/n^ n['J . and
(?; ^) / (1) (21
/ ni ni °f the occurrence of the same molecule
in conjunction with each of the others separately.
(1.22) gives n3 as a cubic form in the
nx>5 , simpler forms of n3 as
quadratic in the nx's have been proposed but these
cannot satisfy the very important criterion that
Ox ■%)
any form for should tend to zero as any two
of the molecules 1, 2 and 7> approach each other
and ooincide.
It can be seen that the Kirkwood approximation
does satisfy this criterion.
This approximation can also be discussed for
rigid molecules of the type usually imagined as
billiard-balls. Such molecules are surrounded by a
volume 1 b , into which the centre of any other
molecule cannot penetrate. H3 for an
assembly of these molecules is
«*•»""--S3 */5 i _ 3- + a, -j- — • N ** - N / L /, ,» ,.,3
—1£—
Here " is the total number of molecules
occupying a volume V' • Whereas the right hand
aide of (l.££) becomes
A1(n-\) m afsince n, j—7 and a. - iLz v(v-b) ' V
,uu>£(ESf = £(> + i
Hence in this case it can be seen that (1.23) and
{1.24) agree up to firat-order terms in Vfy and *
So that as long as remains sn»ll the approxim:
-ation sill be very good in this case. The last
forms in (1,23) and (1*24) are obtained by neglecting
eto., and show that the approximation is good
to the terns in , but at high densities an
appreciable error through (^)3 may occur.
Furthermore in calculations on the integral
equation whioh will be derived from (1.19)t one is
continually impressed by the great Importance of the
repulsive fores in regions close to a particular
molecule. Since these repulsive farces are so
important relative to the attractive forces at
larger distances, and since a 'billiard-ball"
molecule has no attractive farce but an infinite
repulsive force at its oircumference, then it is
felt that the above considerations, although applied
to these idealised molecules, can be applied
reasonably safely to other types of molecules.
13-
Xf then the Kirkwood approximation is
substituted in (1*19), the following equation is
obtained:-
(1.25)^, At ^ 'XtJ ^
As was explained before the right hand integral
represents the force on molecule £ exerted by the
molecular configuration about 1 and 2» Thus one
can see more clearly the meaning of the Kirlraood
approximation* It assumes that the configuration
about 1 and 2 is the product of the configurations
r)
that would be about 1 and
£ were they infinitely separated, such an assumption
will become doubtful when the short-range structure
becomes very pronounced, at high densities and
low temperatures.
After reduction (1,25) becomes
rl '/V) 1 ' /■<*> /•'*""*5/
{1,£S) Ulf > ( I .ife, .
n^r; n/> / / ntf)t(t-r -s Jctl n20j ds .■4 fal iT
Then if and are defined for negative ^
by na(rj =. n-L(-r) , = faO
(1*26) can be integrated giving finally the integral
equation which must be solved,




THS RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUHCTIOH Aiij) ITS CQHUFCTIOH
y.ITH THE PROPERTIES UF FLUID3,
Sine© the object of this work is to obtain a
solution for Aft) which will give some agreement
with experiment, a short account will be given of
those properties of a fluid which the radial
distribution funotlon principally determines, Such
properties are mainly descriptive of the equilibrium
state or are, otherwise, descriptive of states which
represent only a small disturbance from equilibrium.




The X-ray diffraction by liquids ana vapours is
of great importance since it shows as directly as
possible the radial distribution function. By mess;
-wring the X-ray diffraction of Argon, which gives
several maxima of X-ray diffracted intensity, and by
performing a Fourier trans formation on the experiment:
Ov
-al results, Eisenstein and Gingrich- were able to
obtain the radial distribution function.
Their results showed that nz(r) has a principal
maximum and smaller maxima and minima at larger values
-15-
of r • (Jingrleh has given an interesting review
of their work and others in "The Review of Modern
11 if-)
Physios" . The theory of this diffraction
phenomenon is also given*
This experimental work. Instructive though it
is, cannot show accurately the important part of
nz(rj) , that part, for instance, which principally
determines the equation of state.
nx(rj r fit?) kirr^dr
In order that ^ will be positive in the
liquid state the integral in (£.1) must be decreased
with Increasing density. Simple calculations show
that the production of minima after the principal
maximum of njr) are not sufficient, the principle
change in nx(r) as the density increases must be
a relative increase in nx(r) for values of ^
where (j) (O is large and negative, i.e., where
nx(r-) tends to aero as r tends to aero. Hence
the important quantity in nx(S) as the density
increases is the rate at which tends to
zero. Since n1(r) even at low densities tends to
- b^/Ar
zero very quickly because of the factor £
it will be very difficult to display experimentally
any change of this rate of going to aero.
However the nx(n> obtained experimentally in this
"lo""
(Z
my aoe3 enable one to criticise th© ©•sumptions made
OVOb)
by Leonard-Jones and Devonshire in their
o~f & •y.z-t- ti±^-
liquid theory and to suggest different assumptions
more consistent with experiment. Since this theory
starting with a simple physical model give3 a
critical isotherm at the correct temperature» although
the critical volume and pressure do not agree so well,
it is worthwhile to add some refinement to it. A
further discussion of it will be given in the next
chapter#
Eisen3teln and Gingrich found that the position
of the first maximum of the radial distribution
i
function always remained very near the position of
the potential minimum of (p{r) , but that the number
of nearest neighbours was approximately proportional
to the density# This is in contradiction to the
theory of Lennerd-Jones and Devonshire who assumed
that each molecule moved In a cell surrounded by a
number of nearest neighbours remaining constant with
change in density. The parameter they took as varying
principally with density was the distance of the
nearest neighbours from the centre of the cell; if
this is a 9 they assumed n., whioh gives
the density of a crystal when (X is the lattice
constant { ^ is a constant for a certain lattice
type, e#g.# ^ --for a face-centred cubic lattice#)
17-
Section II,
THE E^OATIUJJ OF STATE
A direct derivation of formula (£,1) for the
(xj
pressure has been given by Dr. ^reen , The
densities of lieuld argon and its vapour at S.V.P.
have been measured for many temperatures, Jig, I,
shows a schematic equation of state for argon at
ISO0 K., with which is compared the equation of state
derived by Dr. Rodriguez. Volumes or densities are
in this vorJc always presented in terms of and
n,//ri0 * where V is the volume occupied per mole:
-cule, V0 is the volume occupied by one molecule
when in the crystal state, f\0 - ^jr0 * For tho
case of Argon which crystallises to a face-centred
cubic lattice, and where ">£ is the position of the




A derivation of the formula for E is also
given by Dr. Cfereen , it is
where ^V/v is the internal energy per molecule. 2Tom
this the specific heats could be derived were nx(f)
known as a function of density and temperature.
18-
Section 17
SURFACE TENSIOH y .
/"> oO
(£.0) Jf - ~~ -j- I njj) ql(r) r^dr
Jo
This formula ears be derived if it is assttmed
that near the surface of a fluid, is not
appreciably different from the n^rj which is
obtained under isotropic conditions.
Consider a system consisting of two domains
A and 73 • the liquid occupying A * and 73 is
unoccupied. The surface of the fluid is the surface




which is equal to
{£*5) "a T f nxir) cflrj f f nx{£j <f)trj d X^JdJa ^A-+Q A 8
fCv£n&dWktr^df 'iff nxU')4>(rM^°d/X)JA J TS
The first term of (2,6) is proportional to the volume
and may be identified with the potential part of the
internal energy* The second part is proportional to
the surface area j and is the surface energy.
-19-
First we find / ^(Tj) far) d-X W
y3
is la 3 and X(/; ft







On integrating by parts the H.B.3. of (2.7) becomes




27f J nxir) (f)IS) fV r* - Ij n^j fas) s dS)
after patting S = J Sz-c ft- in the second
integral.
Therefore the surface energy
;




(P.9) -/' 1 0 fa) sV$ «2bj faO S^sj
<3
Integrating each integral In (2*9) by parts
gives finally
Thus the surface tension y is given by (2.3).
lot very many experimental values of the surface
tension for Argon have been determined# In fact,
only one value has been found for liquid Argon at
87.3° K, which is very near the triple point, there
V - /2- A tfarvz cm"',





Professor Born and Br, Qreen have derived a
formula for the viscosity which is
o
-21-
It should be mentioned that some objections have
been raised to this formula by Mr, Yang of this
department, who will discuss this in his thesis.
This point will not be discussed here, since at
present no experimental values have been found for
the viscosity of liquid argon or the liquids of the
other inert gases (except Helium, which has to be
treated as a quantum fluid),
(2,11) is included for completeness.
Section VI,
THE SHEAR iMPDTJLUn ,/< FOR A LI HID SUBJECTED TO AH
IiiSgAhTAflEOUS STRAP ( 0 C HAH IE II, VOLUME),
If a liquid is subjected to a strain, the effect
produced depends very much on the tin© of application
of the strain, For strains applied slowly the vi3:
-oous properties of the liquid will determine the
effect; whereas if the strain is applied almost
instantaneously, the fluid will behave as a solid
temporarily* A development of the theory of this
effect would be of great importance in th© theory
of plastios. Such a quantity, then, as the
modulus under instanteneous strain will be of con:
-siderable use,
_ (?) m ^
Born and tireen have shown that the pressure
tensor for a liquid is made up of two ports, a kinetic
term and a potential term, the latter being the
-22-
predominant term for liquids. The potential
pressure tensor they give as
(2.12) <t s £}<? r r dr
— -j i~ -
we seek the change in I . when an
instantaneous strain S(X) is applied. Under such
a strain the spherically symmetric nx(£) changes to
nx[l ? ~ — 0 « stnc© the strain has been applied
so quickly that the distribution of molecules is
merely distorted from spherical symmetry about, each
molecule to an ellipsoidal distribution, ho time has,
therefore, been allowed for any re-distribution of
molecules. Here
(2.13) El ^ Jx -
and
(2.14) %- n2(lr-ljl)~nx(K) ' ~^1- ~r
Therefore using (2.13)
v , x « ~b c . ^
(2.15) = - ~ -J-
Therefore
(2.16) l£ . fx 5. ^ ^
-£ J
and the strain tensor C ~ — S
{£•17) :£•£■£ n2^J>J0 f ^
OV
This integral is evaluated by Chapman and Cowling
giving





(£.£0) ^ — \ n'2ir) fa'Cr)
24-
omvzm iii«
THE LIQUID THEORY OP LEimRD- JOHES AH J DE¥OISHIRE>
(!*JOO
lennard-Jones and Devonshire have given an
equilibrium theory of liquids by considering a
physical model of the liquid which has, as its basis,
ideas drawn from the crystalline state rather than
the vapour state. Such a method is of importance in
equilibrium theory, since for this the work of Born
and Green requires the assumption of the Klrkwood
approximation, and from the simple considerations
given in Chapter I, it is quite likely that this will
break down at high compressions and low liquid
temperatures.
The experimental results of Eisenstein and
Gingrich are in better agreement with the assumptions
that (a) the number of nearest neighbours is proport¬
ional to the density and (b) the cell radius is
nearly independent of the density.
The liquid is compared with a crystal where
only a certain proportion ft of the lattice sites
is occupied. If >f = / i«e., all sites occupied,
the number density n, - JJ/ a? where d is
the shortest distance between molecules. In the
case ft <, / one will have obviously
nt -frfi /O-1, . For a close paoked (face-centred)
cubic lattice the number of nearest neighbours is 12.









n0 " ix (S)
Table 1 shows the experimental results obtained
C>3)






°K. ZL a/n &)Imf
(C-rystccL)
1
— 1 2 l 1
0%h-$ §V35~ IO'2-IO-f 1 00 0 9V (mean)
0-818 93 (,8-7 1 1 oo 137 ( " )
o-css 127 S9-02 1 00 131 C •>' )
0-527 Ikk 39-46 1 00 /49 ( )
O'^ss 150 6 1 18 / -5/
The values In the last column would be all
equal to 1 If (3.1) were exact. The agree-
-ment with (3.1) is fair, and certainly better than




n, - J2/Cl l e. rtt (t/
Z 12
since as shown in the table kk
a




In order to discuss another assumption made it
is necessary to outline their theory.
Occasional migrations of a molecule out of its
cell are neglected. One has to determine the
partition function of a particle moving in the field
of a number 2! of other particles symmetrically
arranged. As the immediate neighbours are fairly
closely packed, the field within the cell will have
a high degree of symnetry and can be, with sufficient
accuracy, considered as due to a constant density
covering the surface of a sphere of radius a.
If is measured from the centre of the sphere,
the atom in the cell can then be thought of as moving
in a potential field (~) • The corresponding




If by —/V Xo is flenotea the energy of the
assembly when eaeh molecule is at the centre of its
cell, referred to an energy zero at infinite separat-
-ion of the molecules, then referred to this zero
the partition function for the motion of each molecule
in a given cell becomes
Li* tc/k-r() V ... / (f 2 // O- Q
hy J
But since all the H cells are available (through
migration) for each molecule, the complete ^tcctition




(3.5) L- ^^ e /V 2.TT<X3Q
h S J -
The partition function for the whole assembly is
then (3.5) raised to the Kth power and divided by IV!.
Then finally the free energy of the whole assembly is
obtained by taking — Ml times the logarithm of the
partition function. Then if f =. the free energy
per molecule ( OV ), one obtains finally
(3.6) f- C(T) - X„- krJ^(xTT^3)>
(C(t)) being the contribution due to kinetic motion
and internal degrees of freedom. X0 is evidently
closely related to the energy at the centre of the
cell, and here — X© is taken equal to ^ Y(°) ,
the factor ^ being required so as not to count the
interaction between each is ir of neighbours twice.
(3.7) z/&lH&)t+(a)'7
The lennerd-Jones potential function for a molecule
being
(3.8) fa)
Here a very convenient convention for units of
energy and length will be introduced, which is used
-28-
throughout this work. Since the only natural refer-
-ence of energy occurring in this work is /^o| ,
this quantity is taken as the unit of energy. For
instance with argon; j(f)of - A T at a temperature
of 7 s 120°E, Therefore with I cj0j as unit, at
this temperature JLt - 1 * This saves a lot of
writing, when working at T ■ l£o°K. for argon, Again,
since ro , the position of the potential minimum,
is the only natural reference of length, it is taken
as the unit of length. For instance the number
density of the crystal is then nc (= QA = J> .
These conventions lead to no confusions as results
are always presented in dliaensionless form, e,g», if
n, - the number density using as the unit of
length, then — is simply ~ * Using theseno Jz
we can re-write (3,?) and (3,8}:-
(3.7)' W) =Z('il-hA)
(3.8)' <Ar') ' -Jr'+ r"x
Referring back, now, to equation (3,3)
o if' ■L - Mf(i)/kr ,
(3.3) Aira^ d(i) ■
Jo
Physically 2Hcl <=j gives the average volume of
the cell in which the central molecule moves. If
-29-
l 3
this is divided by 7 " a , then the average
proportion of the volume of the oell in which the
molecule is free to move - % 3 •
^ is a very small quantity varying from l/a
at very high temperatures to about *002 at
T a 150°K for Argon, when 12 neighbours are
assumed*
In the density relationship 13.1), an extra
parameter has been introduced ana this could be
evaluated by minimising the free energy w.r.t. it.
This 1b legitimate at constant density and tempera-
-ture. However, using this value for J it was
impossible to find a minimum value for the free
energy with respect to & or z *
Let us, therefore, consider mere closely this
quantity \ J which is the average proportion
of the cell volume in which the central molecule can
move. This will necessarily be a crude improvement.
is obtained considering all the lattice
sites next to the central molecule as occupied* Here
the crystal analogy la being pursued. However, a
roost important effect in the liquid is the vacation
of such sites* In the region of these empty sites,
then, the central molecule will be free to move in
a practically potential-free region. Therefore it
is plausible to add to a term "73^
representing the proportion of empty neighbouring
sites* This concept will bring in the effect which
30
allows the molecule to escape its environment, by
first moving into a vacant site.
This assumption, then, is m&e that T J. is
replaced by 2- j ^ J ean
considered as the residual proportion of the cell
volume, occupied on the average by the central
molecule when all the sites are occupied. It can
be seen that with z ^ i c> , the extra term is
much greater than % j , Thus altering j as
described, and using (3,1), the equation for the
free energy per molecule (3,6) is obtained in terms
of a parameter jc = ^3 , it should be
amntioned that in — Xo ~ \ + Jr^) lennard-
Jones and Devonshire empirically increased the
coefficient of the attractive term ( ~~rC ) to -2 /+
to allow for the effect of neighbours more remote
than the nearest, Tku.s (3.6) becomes
(3.9)F- C(t) -I2J%O(I-2X-' >X3) + ATJ>cjJC -At
x s ^
.
Since \ J is, at liquid temperature and densities,
very much smaller than ^ in (3,9) it is
completely neglected. Of course when ^ - /2 ,
will be the residual term that prevents /
from becoming infinite. It can be seen, quite
simply, that / has a minimum value for X^ \ «
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Taking if - /n , one obtains a guartie
3x
equation for x *
Vis?,,
(3.10) -'A T x-%°~ =°
This can be solved reasonably accurately since Jt - 1
is an approximate solution* If Jt is taken equal to
I - S si here 5 is small, then neglecting higher
powers of than the first, a solution is obtained
for cT *
/a ill X = + AT_(% -^X'" %) .
39 AT j
sinoe x - /- 3~ = Xi? .and -I = ^
(3.1f) then ~ = TT0(i + $)
From (3.11) it is seen that X o nhen
Xr —z> l : 5~ can also be zero for ario




■It (^2 * ^
; (XI ^ i .
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Thus Crt0\ always occurs either in the liquid or
highly compressed vapour regions, Therefore at a
given temperature, for dcsnsities less than (cF\0)0 •
<T >o i.e. c- ? I { rQ in ordinary units); for
densities greater than * cT < o i*e. cl < I.
fable 11 gives the values of T and Z
calculated from (3.11) and (3.12), 2. is compered








— c 12 ) X
0 8J+Z- S7<-3f 0 103 -ooo?> tox iojz - to 9
o vi r 93 0US -tooof 9 9 -12
0 GSS 12 7 l-ossr -t-OO/t/f. Sr-2 59-62
0-5.2 V I-20O + 0 071+ 6 Sr 3 9 -A-6
0 J+.55 /50 12 SO +0-O93 6 O 60
0-333 /yo 1 2.5O -to 129 U-S
'CritUaL ?aL^t)
The agreement is fair, but considering the
method used by Eisenstein and Slngrioh of integrating
nx(r) i+rrrx ^0 an arbitrary point in finding
the number of nearest neighbours, very good agreement
could not be expected.
Using the value of x. obtained from (3.11) and
(3,12), and substituting this into the equation for
the free energy (3,9), f is given then as a
function of density and temperature. Thus an equat-
-ion of state and other thermodynamical quantities
could be derived. This has not been done, 3ince it
is rather laborious, but straightforward. Sufficient
has been done to show that this theory can be znodi-
-fied to give better accord with experiment, as far
as the radial distribution function is concerned;
and to show that further work, e,g,, evaluation of
an equation of state is worthwhile.
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OH&PTBR IV.
THE OR 101 HAL SOLUTION OF THE IDTESRAL EQ.UATIQB
FOR .
The solution of tills equation {1.27} was first
(2)
obtained by Dr. Green , who by making one
assumption obtained a linear equation, which could
be solved by means of Fourier transforms in the
usual way. Since it is necessary to indicate why
another and more laborious method must be used to
obtain better agreement with experiment, Dr. Green's
method is repeated here together with some criticism.
In the equation
(1.27)
n^Cwas taken as n, C l,~h T1 ' )
where squares and higher powers of f(f) are
neglected. This procedure will be justified only




°t(r) = c - 1(4.£J
At this point, since soft ot'lf) are
smll esteept tar snail y- , the essanptlon Is rede
that when f(r) Is multiplied by either of those
two functions, it nay be replaced by 6-1 its
overage value in the neighbourhood of the origin.
Then after integration by farts.





(4.6} A <jfr) = [ g(rj + e 6 pcO
-i )'z
where A - (^77/ n-/
; s© thats © tha t
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It was supposed that there Is an analytic
function poj) which reduces to (kf) when Z^r
is real# The most general solution of {4#3) is
then given by {4#6) where the path of integration
may follow any course from negative to positive
infinity in the complex plane# There are different
solutions for r f(f) obtained from (4#6) depending
on the roots of the denominator of the integrand
i#e# X - £ f3 (z) = o # when the density is
saftll, in the gas phase, this has complex roots#
As the density increases, first of all an equal pair
of real roots occur and with further increase of
density this equal pair splits up into two real
equal and opposite roots#
Thus the case of the gaseous phase was identified
with densities for which \ - e (3(Z) - o has complex
roots only; the case of the liquid phase with den-
-slties for which A - <£ (*&) = o has two real roots#
This identification will be discussed in greater
detail in a later section of this chapter#
It should be pointed out that in this method of
solution, two of the linear terms in f(rj of
equation {4,1) have been replaced by a mean value#
This probably accounts for the lack of agreement with
the results of this work# Far the terms of the
right-hand siae of |4#1) which are first order or
less in -P(f) are given by;-
-g7 -
-7In, r) <)[, (t+ 0 } <& * '(V ct s
(4.7) \
~1Tn' J \(s1'-tlXttr)o(.(t+r)dt^'tij{l-+'{'tO} (*s
Jo
—s
In the first integral of (4.?) /(t-t-r)<^ (t +r )
wa3 replaced by (6-^ (t +*~) and in the
second integral ^ '(V^ / -t F(jJ J by 6 d '(5J ,
If in equation (4,1) a solution were attempted using
only these linear terms (4,7), this could not be
done using Fourier transforms, because of the
occurrence of the product f[ti-r) at (t-t-r ) , This
approximation of the linear terras is almost certainly
the cause of the indifferent quantitative agreement
with experimental results, and with the method shown
later.
However, if this method is accepted, it is also
possible that the interpretation of the gas phase
and liquid phase that has been given, is incorrect.
For, if the equation of state obtained thus
is examined (this is shown in Fig. 1 for T « 1S0°E),
it is seen that at higher densities than those of the
condensation "dip," the equation of state droops
downwards, i.e. = t ^ . This effect
also occurs in the equation of state for T = 150°K.
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This result, it is seen from Fig, 1, is in the region
where the liquid actually exists. The explanation is
that more real roots would have to be taken into
account to explain, the linuid phase.
The Fourier transform [3(sJ of <*0O is an
even function of s and has its greatest value when
s = o
, and smaller subsidiary mxlma symmetrical-
-ly placed about - o *
In Fig. Ill is reproduced for -^rgon at
T • 130°K. Here the units used are those described
in Chapter 111, viz., unit of length is r% , unit of
energy is j (pcj , from the Lennard-Jones potential
funotlon ^ , |4| \-4%f + (g)n]
fK?) has the dimensions of volume. From Fig. Ill,
it can be seen that the first two real roots occur at
a density giTen by , which is of
the order of the density of the vapour at S.7.F.
{ 7k0 = )• At a density given by ,
another 4 real roots appear, where the horizontal
line -Vg. touches the next two smaller maxima, on©
on each side of the largest maximum at S - o .
It is seen that this density is olose to liquid
densities, since 6 has been assumed to be always
nearly equal to 1.
Thus the original interpretation, is probably
not comprehensive enough. The inclusion of mare real
roots will make the equation of state rise again so
that 4A la again negative, in exactly the
dLV
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same way as the behaviour of the equation of state
when the first two real roots introduce themselves.
Hence if this method is carried further it is
probable that between the vapour phase and the
liquid phase there will be two, at least, such
"dips."
It is, of course, impossible to say how this
would correspond to reality. The necessity of using
a more accurate solution is obvious; at the very
least a method is needed that takes into account
all the terms linear in f(S) « This is what
has been done and is described in the next chapter.
*4cr
ohaptkr v,
altkr. ativk method of solving the integral equatiuh
for nx(r) .
1. dl iclj ; uo«
In a non-linear integral equation, like {1.27),
an obvious method of solution is to assume to
be an arbitrary function with as many pararneters as
ay roars necessary. Since the correct! on function
is known to be of an oscillatory nature, the most
suitable choice would be cosine or sine functions,
i.e. to take fr) to be a series of such functions
with amplitudes and periods aeting as the parameters •
The difficulties of integration preclude this method
from consideration.
The most simple function to take fear for) is
a polynomial in r • The right-hand side of
equation (l.£7) can then be integrated. However a
polynomial of a finite number of tern® has the disad¬
vantage of becoming infinite as T becomes infinite.
This fact could upset the aoeuraoy of the method.
Hence the following device is used.
From the radial distribution function obtained
by X-ray diffraction methods, it is found that, for
values of # AC is almost
equal to 1. f(r) in that region oscillates with a
very small amplitude. Lioreover, in equation (1.27)
AxC>J occurs in combination with $'(*>) which
-4i-
ranidly tends to zero beyond f ♦ Hence
if f(r) is defined in the region 0 ^ r ^ ^
and taken as 2®ro outside this rangefwhere ^ is
a value of r beyond which fir) is very snail;
ana if thi3 restricted -fo is substituted in (1.27)
a very small error is introduced • This determines
fi(rj) in the region of the first large maximum of
only, but this first approximation could be
used In evaluating n^/>V for largo ^ , and
would show the smaller minims and ajaxima superposed
_ — (pic)/A.T
on c_ • It should be remarked that
this la not a "first neighbour" approximation# She
approximation consists in neglecting the difference
between °x(jrVr\f~ at large r and the value 1
towards which it tends. As explained previously
(Chapter II, p.15) the most important part of -f(cJ
is that in the region of the repulsive forces. Just
as this determines the equation of state, it will
determine the nature of -f(fj itself for large v* .
Simple calculations of magnitude verify this state-
-ment.
This statement can also be understood in the
UV
light of some considerations by J.D. Bernal , who,
taking a "moleeulsrly homogeneous model'' for a fluid,
attempted to find the radial distribution function.
He assumed that knowing the distribution close to
each molecule, it was possible to find its complete
radial distribution. This he did using some
—4:2 »
statistical and geometrical considerations, and
obtained a radial distribution function in the form
of a series of "co-ordination shells" far which he
calculated the number of molecules in each shell and
its position with respect to the central molecule#
This assumption that the whole radial distribution
function is principally determined by its values
for small C seen® therefore a reasonable one#
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2. mTHEMnCAL 'TRWT11SKT.
The device, Mentioned previously, of taking
for) finite over a certain range of r only and
zero elsewhere, is best described with the help of
a discontinuous function of 0 * Tbia) *t(i
function is defined by:-
C /) f
(5*1} \ s 1 for
.-k^^ Z 0 f°r outside the
range (<*,(?>)
JL. . is a function of f . but its argument T is
ai(
written as a super-script for convenience. Such a
function has obvious properties, for instance the
product of two of these functions
will have different values depending on whether ft'
and F lie in the range (dft) or not, e.g.,
if ft lies in the range (°S/*3 and
outside and greater than ,3 then
X. = Kn
also clearly
(5.2) A ^ = A y<*,() d
A result which is us.ed frequently is
(8.3 >psy km-mlAls-CA-
* RfcJ l*f - Agy
(a s i>; y sX)
-44-
where f RtJcLt -Fit)
The proof of this is straight forward and is best
verified by considering all the values whioh
and T can take relative to the range ( b }
For instance if ft < <5- ) > b
(5*3) reduces to
| Rtjcit = F(lJ - F(o~jJ<X.
and so on.
We now take
m<sj -(pV/ATf I s C c s'I(8.4) -i/ - e [I* Kp fs ; J
i.e.,
(5.5) ■ K,fi C-J'
where p in this work is taken as l*5(uaits *"0 - / )
n (r} —tptO/hj
(1*27) has become, on replacing by £ {/-+ f(r) j
5.6) Ffj)






where fQ » / (po) , are the units of length
and energy.
Nevertheless, with the functions chosen, it is
practically impossible to calculate the internal
integral of (5.6) in its rresent form explicit-
- 4>t)/jkT
-ly, owing to the presence of the factor C *
This difficulty is overcome by fitting a polynomial
expression to the values of <f ~~ over the
range ( <*, ($ ). where ^ is a point taken where
can oon3iaered sero, and is
large enough so that £ 4>(P)/At ig Tepy nearly
one. e.g. for hT- 1 <*- ^60y p~ ,-i °°-
, -d) (£)/& t-
For values of t > ft > £ is taken as 1.
(Hg. IV shows qmiotic poly-
-nomial approximation over this range (*,/*) f°r )
i.e.
- ^VAt ft " ,L it
(6.8) C f,~ '
Hence for positive values of , the form taken





(8.10) bi = ac * ci o-k
i
Tjo la the Kroneeker delta, which la zero unless
J - o * in which case $oo - 1,
It is necessary to define /ntL for
negative t , by nx(tj ^ rx^tj
the complete expression for positive and negative /
being
Denote the right-hand side of equation (5.6) by
Ht-T) , then on substituting the expression (5.1£)
into the internal integral, and the expression (5.4)
into the outer integral we then obtain
r A T LO ,A%) )pj w oj ,(V
(5.13) - U 1-I* + W- f v +V +K
n
the ^'s and V\ all being functions of xT «
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In the V5 • the limits of integration of the
variable 5 from o to oo have been changed to
o to p , since Rs) is non-zero only in the
range ( 0, /? ) and one can then omit the factor
■J>-c p in the expression for k> (S.5).
These expressions simplify if we restrict ,
and (3 to the conditions
C * ^ r < /5
(5.15) f ^ "
The second of these is easily satisfied, and by
restricting r thus in this range, while one cannot
then obtain -f(t) for large values of ^ , never¬
theless one gets the most important part of f(r) 4
Under these conditions (5.15)
vw=c
For since the upper limit r +- s of the inner Integral
is positive, this integral will he aero if the lower
limit f- s is greater than — oi (the greatest
value in the range ( ) occurring in
>•
i.e. if 5 ^ r+oi
i.e. if /* <
since ^ is the greatest value of S , and
oithe least value of f .
Since the n Ji n functions in the expressions
(5.14) serve merely to change the limits of integrat¬
ion in the manner shown by (5.3), all the integrals
in (5.14) reduce to sun® of integrals of the form
,6*16) U~n(v,*) - (\nt^rftvds)
s- *"here X/ >'•
These Integrals can be evaluated using Qaa*»
integrals in the form of quickly convergent series.
They are evaluated in Appendix I.
Because the evaluation of the integrals in (5.14)
is mathematically simple but laborious, all the
details will not be shown. As an example U and
VU' will he worked out in detail, no additional




<~+s^ 1 + ■>
i^\+n . .




(6.18) A-V"-44„r / 4.5iMj
+■ f; /<-. >; .A 5 F, &-*) Af-pr-*.
where
(5 .19) 1 S- 0^6l-O 777 Tjr 777 "777T /
J is positive and since in the outer integrat-
-ion, (5#18) is multiplied by the factor £~~cpU/k.1
which is effectively zero for S < ^ can
reject in (5.18) those A. 's whose ranges lie below
. Applying conditions (5*15), the only terms in






co i ,, -***, r a'
csje as — F^(«j(pLV e ots
-/s-r ^,X
(5.£1)
. -A'^/At fF ■ , -<t>VAr
P/|s;5;^(sj^ a's - J F,(*JS di
Ja-c
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Also both [I - r and -C ~ct are les3 than u
from (5.15). therefore one ean change the loser limit
of each Integral in (5.21) to 0 • because owing to
—<£>{£) /k T
the factor no contribution is made as
» . *
5 moves from O to ^ or . Then
Substituting in the value of F( from (5.19)
and using the integrals defined in (5.16) there
results
U'.gk ©"H
(5.23)) . . r ^ itx J*!***1 /t'vH t, A"]
/ ,«+*. *—^ 1J (°/(y I(v'-k^h: T>^ L Jj J
r t=o j=o L
Let m coefficient of ^ in this exrress-
-ion for ^










Since di has Taleee only fen o$Un,
Therefore, finally, if «e define the qualities
* t + j





p; - f>; ±ir^( -,(SjVi
Then
(S.£S) U0 - T^o*)
J'O
fV>









* ;o J -o
where
^ %Lj ~ (Pj*lT ) + ( ^C+xT ) Ij-t Jo,f)
(&•£?) , - - \ _ . _
Ify+a. </>J 4A/0 -( Pi+C*i4K) Tj(o,p)
These quadratic terras in (5.£6) are the only ones
occurring.
Proceeding in a similar say, all the integrals





(8.8) Kst . S <£





/ c^t4)~y^Jo + Cj)^ Tttf*«,r+P)TA.
e u-i.
77. = J5- )
J —7/ / - J
U ~ hP -r-6fL) ?l""0,") ~C<• >trx)Tjftr™)-
- [■r'*TJofi ->r)TJ",/>**■) S >"
AO
rv^








V® h %ci fa(!+>-Xfi-^Jj(oip)--l(f-^)Tj^olfi)
~ir *■*
Finally on adding all the terms in (5.28) and
dividing by fA TjJxTT . we obtain (since
na - Ji )*
$
.»> i Rw . j|s 8^;(5
The coefficients in the right-hand side being
functions of ^ * If w substitute the assumed
form for jprj in the left-hand side of equation
(5.6) and equate this to the right-hand side obtained
as in (5.29). then one must satisfy the equation
(5.30)
f
% jS c>-ri) - +jt c> w ' C4 ^71f
for ^ $: r <- p..
Here 'B^j(r) = ^lJ (f) nMoh is a simple
function of G" , viz.,
(6.81) %!jCr) ^ Gj "> 2 Gj + ^ GJ
where
2 Qj ' J TGv-1 J 7jrJ°,p)
~(Pj+ X- - ) G <V) -
°>CiJ ' ^^ J' (°>p) ) j>/)] xt
and ara not fnnotions of f t
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CHAPTER VI.
1. THE LlflBARISED 30LUTI0B.
A oubic form was taken for f{r) and so (5*30) was
satisfied for 4 points (JL=i,
Define ^
4 -- ^ cj £ (^^).
La ~ ^<l (J
««.**• s'v















= / v^x >^3 c
I iq r23
j <i < c
i... f = Tc ; £ - T-'f
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(5,30) becomes, if the quadratic terras are neglected.
(6.4) ^ L ^ + A T~~' -fri) — —
/
At low densities, we can expand L ~ £
Therefore
(6.5) * f - I + AT"'f
3o 1 is of the order -7^ , and at gaseous
densities a good approximation is
(6.6) £ - % I
However at vapour densities >00y roughly, the'lo
magnitude of the matrix AT"1 makes (6.6) a poor
approximation# (6.6) is, obviously, the first
apvroamatlon obtained by substituting
i C~ ia the right-hand aide of the
original equation (1.27). This first approximation
shows the development of a minimum in the radial
distribution function at
Solution of (6.5).
A T is a non-symmetrical matrix and h»3
two complex eigen-values and two real, vis#,
\ i y ^ ^
Corresponding to these eigen values are the eigen¬
vectors U, j ± lUj LL^ .
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For the complex eigen-veetors, the following relations
hold
A T ~~ —X ~~ ^3
<*•*> ATHU3 - +\x Uj
Although these four vectors are not orthogonal, they
farm an independent set, therefore they can be used
as a representation, viz.,
5,
r it-f - <£ ^ w,
(6.8)
^ ^ X. ur
t=, *
where 5t (t - L+) are to determined •
Substituting (6#8) in (6.5) and equating the
coefficients of J^i , U-x • •
^ S, X, +




ifj V ^ V + V








I - 5t Ht
C = t 5f T~'uc = <£ StCf
^-/ £=/
Hence f(t) has been found as a linear sum of 4 cubic
polynomials whose parameters are given by the vectors
Ct (t/,*■)
There are two points , of divergence
in the density range n'/nQ * However, fo? At 1 ^
is very large and negative (-2,800) and so this
divergence does not affect results in the physical
range of densities, and X, = ' 4^' and so a
divergence occurs for ^ , which is
almost exactly the density of liquid Argon at this
temperature and at { y^fo = *6 9 O )* A
complete solution of (5,30) does not, of course,
contain this divergence.
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2. COMPLETE SOLUTIOI; OF (5,30),
Erom the linear solutions (6.10) since A^ is
so large, the cubic function defined by ,
corresponding to the eigen-vector o-f AT"' can
be considered negligible in f(r) • But from (6.10)
(6.11) A^ * -Xt,.
neglecting ^ in comparison with . Therefore
Sh cannot be neglected in the righthand side of
(5.30), and has the function in this linear case, of
applying the required correction to the first
approximation terms •
In the quadratic terms of (5.30) one can consider
the quadratic form as made up of the three vectors
Qj • £x • £3 . only.
Let
(6.12) <£ <f £lCj %(rjk) Q*
L-O J = o
Then, since C ^ ^ c, c2 -+ 55 cy where 9, ^ ^ S3
will be the solutions for the quadratic case,
(6.13) 5
Where • Transpose vector of CL
Therefore (5.30) becomes
(6.14)
~K( — - X ^1 — I + + ^3 *1) — Z + ( ^2 1^3












(6.14) written out in fall gives four simultaneous
equations from which 5^ can be eliminated,
yielding three equations for 5, , S2 , S3 # which can
be solved quite simply by successive approximations,
Por at relatively small densities, the linear result
/ n \ ^
is nearly correct at (say) (_ %0) -0-1 # If these
c° c ° c ° /a i ~\°
solutions are :>, , V » ^3 # then if is
increased to (_%,)° + • the solutions
will be S,° + As( ©te. Then, using Taylor's theorem,
the three enuations from (6,14) are expanded to terras
in first-order of the A , yielding 3 linear
simultaneous equations for these quantities. By
suitably choosing « one such approximation for
each change in density is very accurate. This process
is repeated until ^ =1-0 • and remains convergent
from one step to the next.
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This method of solving the (annus
integral equation therefore presents no difficulties,
end couia be extended to obtain, as an approximation
for W) , a six-order polynomial, which would give




This work must be done on a good calculating
machine. Using polynomial approximations, one is
oontlnuslly confronted with the faet that some of
the quantities required are a very small difference
of large quantities, for instance. In calculating
(V) r*-+n',''+U-X a quantity occurs IJj , where
the are alternating in sign with respect to 1
'•nd are of the order (300,000), For sufficient
accuracy in the summation, then, the
must be calculated to accuracy in the eighth decimal




APPLICATION TO THE PROPERTIES OF ELUIPS.
In Chapter II, It aas shown that many quantities
determining the properties of fluids are determined
by the integrals
where the Cj are determined in terms of the oorapon:
(7.1)
Here n^Vn?~
-ents of the 3 rectors C,Qi » — ^ • — i •c
(T.2) Cj St C,j + S2 C2j + s^ Cjj
Hence
where
3* Z(<•>») *■ fj ci Z,j l°,p)
,T*8) T>,») - £ Cj I (0j/S)
laiVi... J °
and is discussed in Appendix 1.
Hen ee using (7# £)
(T.6) IT = Jn [o,~) + k. S< ^








C - Z.jWn J-o J J
Knowing 5, 9 Sz » , from the linear or
quadratic solutions and the components C■ • of the
▼ectors , JA and 2^ can be evaluated.
listed below are the quantities given in
Chapter II.
Equation of State
17.7) K = T& r JJI7T T 7
-At v ? At v- 3 j
Surface Tension y





(7.10) ^ ("Xff Z'-Mdy^ ~.~r*
where ox • molecular mass. .
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Uuantltative Results for J.T= Ifal .
The four pointsY^f A-j,-- q. ), ^ fi ,
iot'-ibo , [i wo-oo ) ©ere chosen as v, , , r*3 #
~ ffco , / ooo , / //#o , 11+.00 respectively.
These were chosen arbitrarily, bat the first three
were taken in the region where ana 0'(O ®r©
of considerable nagnit ude. The last point Y^^ii+oo
was taken near the end of the range, in order to cover
it adequately.
In addition, the right han£ side of (5.6) was
calculated for ^- l-2fo using the fee) obtained from
the other four points. As a first approximation this
was taken equal to I + Rf)) for r " '.2 5"o . Had
the cubic approximation been completely adequate,
this value of f(f) would have agreed exactly with
the value got from the cubic approximation. This was
not so, this new result showed that there is a
minimum at y ^ /■ 2 To . The cubic therefore, does
not adequately describe f(*) over the whole range
( )• But values of -f(t) in the region of
tT~ /-a. S'o , are not very important in determining
the properties of the fluid. Fig. V. shows -f(rj for
various densities, the value of f(S) obtained as
described at r - i-zso being used; also, shown dotted
is the approximation for very low densities given in
(6.6) (i.e. fcO$(rj ) for a density ^ =0 1 •"O f\Q
This approximation also shows a minimum at fo ,
 
verifying the validity of taking the value of f(i4^o)
from the cubic approximation.
The solutions for ftr) are tabulated in Appendix
II.
The Lennard—Jones potential function has been
(9)
derived for some elements , so the results of this
work can be converted for comparison with the fluid
states of these elements. In Table III is given the
relevant data for doing so, the last column, for






lP0 ir\ p) fyolxid^rqt. l4//i °k.
Ne 3-OSr 2.0 66 A-'Zl 3S 7
A 3-93 3972 16 SO 120
H* 3-2ST 24-96 A 2S 31
/v2 A 17 SlZV /3 2b' 97
i. "^/V "
Fig. VI shows the derived nx(r^/n^ compared
with thOt obtained by &'isenstein and Gingrich at a






Data. -Toy I <f>0j-JL7~a.r\d Sat- Va)>. Ft ess ure
E i*€ m.e.n t~ T°K At»-K. , p^o~%T ^(U?acd)
A —IMO >3'7 'O 3 3 —; • &
A/e 3 5-7 7'^ • D3 a. /• fcO
Hi 3/ 9-r ■o$ 9 1 ■ 63
97 & '/f ■OXiT / 7^-6
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2. The Equation of State
(7.7)' ? ~ Xr |(5''"'+'oofl5rJ WS2 ^? 4«-3S3]j
Using the linear solutions (6.10)
(7.71" ^ = Ik f. _ '<&/ v. r ■■ 1 934 _ HUl^wxl ]?
AT ^L5"'
"0 v D0 '
Using the complete solutions of (5.6). th®
equation of state has not received sufficient
correction to become positive at liquid densities,
the accuracy required for this is described in the
introduction of thi3 thesis. Because of the diverg-
-ent term (7.7)7 gives an equation of state agreeing
closer with experiment than any previously obtained
theoretically. Pig. VII shows the curve (7.7)",
fompared with data on Argon.
3. Surface Tensi
(7.8)' 1$ Jq, = v(^1|'i-/-7i + /-««5(+J-y/0Jlj
S3 is very small and can be neglected, fable Iy.
shows the results for the various fluids at the
temperature corresponding to At/!&} - i.
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TABLE IV.
n, V ^^ Ifo I
S c-m '
!\.cd\2o0K /Ve ai" 35i'7°/( N2aJtqi°K H7atziaK
O 667 1 IUh 12 X 7 y 9 C? XI2 U-S2
o too 1 '^67 M5"i0 7 54 II IX 5 90
i 000 1 XX S cZI-20 9-72 Ik 3(, 7 US¬
p
£jcjbePLm.en^ <x.L 125at87-3°K i4.U5o±2&°K 6-i6aT9o0k. UI aiZo-iSK.
j-nt<?r n txtioral Cri.ti C&L Fa-Lie.*,. (19 2.6) it UUF
These values can he compared tilth the value obtained
experimentally for liquid Argon at sri-3° K ,
^ - 12-S c^vc' m Yery few data are avail-
-able for Surface fension and its variation with
density for the liquids listed*
4. Internal Energy
£T ~ ^ Jk. 7~
( 7*9 )f - = 2fz 7f Eouu^'SGSrs.-nc S2 I
/'Pol A ^
Since no variation of E with tempern time has been
obtained, little can be sdld about this quantity*
From the equirartition Theorem for monatomic molecules
E ~ \ -P ^ should tend to \ <&■ T 9 the contrib-
-ution to E from the potential energy, when in the
crystal state* From the solutions for fir) at %e~i'°)
51 - '(• ~?U j 52 - + p/5 (,.
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Therefore E ~ z & T~ 2 -? ^ T
since / 4>ol z
This is in fair agreement with the equipsrtition
principle.
Viscosity H
No experimental data for viscosity have been
discovered for the fluids to which this theory is
applicable* Table y. displays some results of (V.IO)*






Aati2o°k /Ve of Jv70A tixcj-qi°K at 3/"K
0LG7 I oy 77Ox/0~& 4.60 x /o'6 U-9ox /o'^ /ZO X- /o'L
/■OOO 2-kl )pl+Ox /cf6 ipif.0* /o~6 1,100 x /o~6 2SrOX/0~e'





)Ceu/e. cund (jf32) TkyS and Ckem Constd-nt s; 31.
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CONCLUSION,
A radial distribution function lias been derived,
which gives fair agreement with some of the
experimentally determined properties of fluids. The
equation of state has not been obtained very
accurately for the liquid, although the linear
solution obtained for {(r) gives an equation of
state, which has a divergence but gives better
agreement with experiment than other theoretical
derivations.
The presence of a minimum and second maximum
of » has been 3hown. Of the other physical
properties, little can be said as yet, because
calculations have been limited to one temperature
and also since there are not may experimental data
available for the simple liquids to which the
Lennard-Jones potential function can be applied.
The most important result, therefore, has been
the demonstration of the divergence of the linear
solution at the density of the liquid and not of the
vapour at the saturation vapour pressure. For thl3
reason, the method should be extended to obtain a
quintio approximation which should give a better idea
of the power of the method and of the Kirkwood
"Superposition" approximation for n3 •
The author wishes to express his indebtedness to
Professor Max Born for much advice and kindly super-
-vision, also to Lr. H.3. Green for many discussions.
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APPENDIX I,
The evaluation of (o^) ; In (o^) t
fPn., — (fi($J/h.T
J~n(o,p,)-~ J *4>ve di}Jc
CD rP -d)b)/kr
Ufa#) = / sn<f>ve d s
-"a
(P >0
Another integral on which these depend is
is) Kryfap) - / ^ £
■>to
For If cJr\(o,p>) is integrated by parts, one
obtains
(a> %(o,p)^-A





7. T X " ~(/>(PJ/A T . , .
(4) 6 Jnhp) C -+"kn^(o/ft)
where
(8) £* --





(7) I„ (o, (I) -- Ce ^ rfi,
O
Therefore
(8) = "fe ~~ kn^LLo,(s)
Using (4)
k-h-i — e <t>(p) ( . / ^
(9) ln(o^) = Txe1 P G ~~ ^
The evaluation of m
On substituting (6) into (2), one obtains
Knl°,p) -~lse
o
Changing the variable to j - ez s ''z » ana let
>*-' £1,
^ (ze^-y)
<10) kn(o,fl) *-ke ' 3 n e- dy
Jy
ZZJ-T-
Expund £ and thus obtain
r°°
I K2 ~t t °° */ jC KW-/3
(in kn(ot/3) = -,r'" e^dy'
JjS
These are Samoa integrals provided -3- - ~v^r >
i.e., since r t provided K1 < — / *
In the work done here /Cn 5583 required
for — 3 ^ n ^ II # when n - I , the index of
^ In the first term of (11) is — z , in the
second — ^ , in the third — / •
-T6-
Thos, depending on the value of hi . the first
two or three terras of the series in (11) are not
incomplete Sanssia integrals or exponential integrals.
But since juc ^ o , they can be transformed into
these by integrating by parts.
The exponential integral is defined by
U£) -E~c(-x) '-\ ^dt
K *
and when x is small, Ei(-x.) oan expressed as a
( /'?)
convergent series (Glaisher ):—
(13) ELL-*-) Y - i + % LJhv
^ ; •5'77^j/f 6 7. (Euler's constant!.
After integrating by parts the exponential
integral occurs in the first, ana third terms for
n - // | the second fen? n = 5- . the first for
n = — / •
To repeat in detail all the separate cases would
be merely very tedious, and no real difficulty occurs.
Hence here we summarise the various cases for
$ n II by expressing
(14), KKlc,p)
J
where A<S) oan be obtained as a series in
and j is a smell integer (1. 2 or 3) depending on
the value of hi .
There fore
on expanding £. »
Thus
(16) kn C°,(*J - + Tze 6-> 7T r^-S ' T£ )
^
.- r>+M
^ -r r S
-j-e*£ <r <t ?J-£0 ^
6 "TTy^To r' s- Mi-Z£I
Hence /Cn (°,(3) has been obtained as a aeries in
The results are giver In the form
7~ (°,p) } O Z n s t2 • kn(o>?) -12 -I ,
since this is a convenient form for the calculations
done* Conversion j&rom ~J~(0}fi) to Kr\(°)fi) and




^ " Ch.T j - € (h ^ ~ *Vl2 'f y - £:u./er's Const'
(n) = _e~^k
0< rx^c




f*w f3^M = n^jf-i+K? W r6-wl
i—^ x ~ ti5+' i5+/
u>here FYs~i~/>) -(s~<-frjs-* ~fr) (l~b) j F~(-l>)' 1>




— /"2e4^-^t ♦v-fee3-/) +/^ze(2€a-3)
+ + -|e^) +S>a<+ e(Y~ +-fs-
F"6-iJ =(s-|jfs-y --^j ; F(-k) -1
-76-
"•Ell.




+-^ - ie3+ ft£r-Ul ) ■ - ■ /
7-a/> 1 3 3 /5" 3»i" / j
Here FYs-4 7) - (■> i k7-k k) 7k7) ,l~'h-t')' l.
a »/3





+ 2ejuL.-'+3^e[i-z^) +/U}-(-i f-4€2-|€^
+ ey(-i *f e2- f-e4J
££f<-_ ££l ) +f i o /5- 7^- y
-77-
KASil)
-12 ^ n < -i
pa) <26 ^f.,-)=fH?)^i^F6-<^)
f—n . °» i+' 3.S-H








■M^e F(s-£¥)=(>' =7^> - ^-i)--(- F(- ^)d|
F fs - ¥j= (S - Txj(s - TX -') • C-^ t?)'L
n= -l
(«; AC.,M- -X 443^
+A™-i)+f^Sefee1-!)
Mere FYs-*) = (s-^(s- %J... CD ;
7 s ! .
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itppendix II
Table VI. Complete Solutions of (5.30)
(a) *■) -
f [i-iso) is obtained from (5.30), in vuhich the
3
solutions for the Q = have been substitut:
£■ = /
j 3
-ed, viz. *£$e(i + -f(iisoj) = A^, i;ro)l^sbctl]
(b) + C SL 5l Sj [ c'L [d'O^ofj Cj ]i~i j-1 *
f(r)
n.
r\ 0 S, ^3 *60 r+000 ■r-HUo ?-1250 v-l-l+oo
0 1 -0/06 t-o-n 5 •+00/ 3 0 764 OOVU OOOf -0 2?4 -0/37
0 'if -0-/22 to no + o-oojL 0' 3 2 0057 -0018 -0-337 -0:15JL
C7/67 -0/6S tO-IXf to 002 OI20 0037 -0-047 -0-43 5 -0-210
Oioo -oiqo t-o-nx -0 002 0096 O 0/6 -O 070 -0 -4-97 -0-J./+/
0-25O -0 23/ +0/32 -OOOf C05K -0 025 — 0-//I -0-5*7U ^-o-xXb
0 333 "0295 +0/35 -0010 -001 If -0-094. -0/7 9 -0-667 -0356
0J+O0 -0-334- +0/3* -0 0/3 -O0f4 -0131 "0-2/ 9 -0-731 -0 39 9
Of00 +o/3? -00/3 -0/54 -ox 29 -OHO -0-7*7 -0-4 S-0
0667 ~0 -505 +-0/4 6 -0 0/8 "0247 -0-323 -0 -404 -O-Sblf. -0-5 75"
OfOO —0 573 +O/50 -00/9 -0-32.5 "0-397 -04.77 -0-902 -0-64 9
l-ooo -0-6-74 to-ifb -0019 -0-437 -0-50 9 -0-5?6 -0 930 -0152
Table vii; . The Vectors Cj (j = 2,3)
t C,f Qit
0 +'•52 2 +6 4-75 + 5359
1 -oi%2 -3 5 01+ -8 965
.2 -0 oxu -o-6*? + 0 02S
3 -0 036 -0-06 5 +2 97/
?
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2 ~~ (^(+- 9-7aJX'+2 07.









3 + /'70 /
4 ~ 3 360
Table IX Equation f6.5) and (6.4),
■f
75-397 /74 O 7 /
~h




































Et'9e r\- Vec/o^J o£ AT-f






f f — +
IZ76, /Ofr 5L6s3^76 0449475- 1-OOOjOOO
+ 4- — +•
1 Hi, 756 i1lt.HI 4 6/7,404 0-4£>3y /5/^
-f -h — +-
1/47,94* iIIP,1*0 0434/17 0+22,111
-+- — -h +-
1000,000 OH?,8X1 i000,00 0 0 020,102
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l /U o - / O 3 b"
1 D ~'U3U
/■4 00. — 001 q
Aj&)
r \ 0 1 2 3
0S-6O + 1-I9i tio-Srix SU9 3 +-V 29 7
1 000 +20',rf 76-4/6 -+0-592 +200/3
l/UO -t 1-967" + U7U 3 -2-279 7/7-7 7/
1 a. 50 -+0-6X2 +U-011+ + 8 9 02 +/2-70Z
11+00 + 206 I4. +50ZS +62/9 +LkSr9
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Quadratic Terms of (5.50).























o/b'0,496 0-/32./3s' 01/^62 0-101j 7







4- -+- -h +-
0/2?, 27? OIIO,bk-S 0 09k?0S 0 07?//7S/
+ 4" -h
O-0*7,4// 045 3,9*3 0023,92^
+






Co-efficients of the Right hand side of (6.14)
linear
r 1 h ^n.
o-i 60 -O-,236 -19 334 +42.S44 + 1-000
l-OOO -0073 +1-76? -976? +36-5 92 +0-463
1 ll+O -/ 035' +1 6 70 ~4 904 +2072I + C-4XZ
i 2?o -o sir -17-Sri 2 +?-6/y -0-03Q.
t tfOO -O'O/f -hi 6?V -IO-697 -I? /43 +002 0
Quadratic
s" s: *3 $3 S-i~ *3 5/ sl sx.
0?60 -/zfo —1 7 66 f -364-7 +n 9oSr +/4'i"OZ -21-767
1 000 -I4P7* -J 347 +n-?U2 -22 4 98-
1 IU 0 -1-7*9 -II 76/ -2/2? +14'vX + 12*'6? -20 0 3S~
1 2 ?0 -1 soy -9 if7 -1 99? +noof +u-7^r -17^13






. -4>(t)fIt . - t-a* £ =a}^sla-it
",(* - >r c-o
i ac
- o-S&O 0 -t.639 L.6f
/?-- / 5'00 1 + CSft-ZX'7
(
Yj = 0?(,0 -IOX39I- 9fL+
rx / ooo 1 +x3n?'(>ro
Y) ili+o >+ ~3; 19 ~7UU6




0 -0-0*3,3 3 *3 -009ZS66
i -0:o 26.6 5" 2 -oob'yl7A
2 too^'sn -o-oor.btft
3 t O IA-9 SS %
/ r r
+ 00U8-,O7l
k- + O 337.27/ + 0110,^^2
5 + 0 *3-9, *60 +o-l<xh-Ab9
lo + 0-374. *4*
7 —. •+ 0-391.739
n. Knfa,**)
0 + / /3/j.
-I + IDOO
-2 -hO-CjoV







£316 0 \-ooo lll+O 12 SO ihOO
o O. oofs', 90 o 0031,8? OOOX/.24 000/f/S 00009,76
1 —_
0.0x09,ibfi 00/467576 0-0/08,6891 0-00x29/6? 0-0060,7470
3 O-040? 2X27
t
0 030 2.4.961 0-023'7.476/ 0-0 \ 95 7662 0 0/52.7399
if 00X07,0197 0-0683 03*7 OOf3b.9023 0 0464,6 876 0-038f 9827






7 O-bf02,3696 0-6468,4446 O6446,509J 0-6424,1*7 9 0-6474,0710.
7 1 -3xf6448o 1 4094,11If. 1-496/J fib IS632,8773 1-6571,2184
41970,8f91
.111984,17
9 2-7X4* 9079 3 0934,8/36 3-4899,1921 1 *203,1409












o-%6 0 loo O I-II+ 0 I-ISO l/i-OO
o —o-oXU,307 -OOVupifr- ~0-Oi2p27 -OO83,71? -O-083 614
i "f-
2 +0027. u8f + o 029,1S3 +0040.410 +0-04U8S7 + ■042 02 6 ..
"3 +o-tx%rm +0/28.196 + OI3/.427f. + 0-133 f/* +0/35.883
A- +0-14.7,36,9 + 0-157J8? + 0-16$.47? +0-271.HI. +0217793
- - 1 - 7 "•*-—>» * ✓ •
